We discuss the formation of guided modes localized at the interface separating two different periodic photonic lattices. Employing the effective discrete model, we analyze linear and nonlinear interface modes and also predict the existence of stable interface solitons including the hybrid staggered/unstaggered lattice solitons with the tails belonging to spectral gaps of different types.
Surface modes have been studied in different branches of physics including guided wave optics, where surface waves were predicted to exist at interfaces separating periodic and homogeneous dielectric media. 1 Recently, it was suggested theoretically 2 and demonstrated experimentally 3 that nonlinearity-mediated trapping of light near the edge of a truncated waveguide array with self-focusing nonlinear response can lead to the formation of nonlinear localized surface states which can be understood as discrete optical solitons 4 localized near and trapped by the surface 5 for powers exceeding a certain threshold value. One of the important generalizations of these ideas is the concept of multi-gap surface solitons, i.e. mutually trapped surface states with components associated with different spectral gaps.
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In this Letter, we study another important generalization of the concept of non-
linear surface modes. We analyze linear and nonlinear optical guided modes localized at an interface separating two different semi-infinite periodic photonic lattices. In the framework of an effective discrete model we demonstrate that the analysis of linear interface states in such composite arrays provides an important tool for analyzing the interface solitons and their basic properties. We then find numerically the families of stable interface lattice solitons including a novel class of hybrid staggered/unstaggered lattice solitons with tails localized in spectral gaps of different types.
We consider an interface separating two different semi-infinite arrays of optical waveguides (as shown in the top of Fig. 1 ) described by the system of coupled-mode equations 4 for the normalized mode amplitudes E n :
where the propagation coordinate z is normalized to the intersite coupling V , E n are defined in terms of the actual electric field E n as E n = (2V λ 0 η 0 /πn 0 n 2 ) 1/2 E n , λ 0 is the free-space wavelength, η 0 is the free-space impedance, n 0 and n 2 are the mean values of the linear and nonlinear refractive indices of each waveguide, and γ defines the nonlinear response strength. The waveguide interface is introduced by the condition:
ǫ 0 at n = 0, and ǫ n = ǫ A or ǫ n = ǫ B for negative or positive n, respectively.
First, we look for linear surface modes in the form E n = A ξ |n| ± exp(iβz) localized near the interface waveguide with n = 0, and obtain the condition ξ + /ξ − = ǫ A0 /ǫ B0 and the dispersion relation ized by propagation constants ǫ A and ǫ B that are joined by an interface waveguide with the propagation constant ǫ 0 . We focus on the interface modes defined by having their centers at either the first of the A waveguides or the first of the B waveguides.
We find different classes of nonlinear localized modes and study their linear stability numerically via a multidimensional Newton-Raphson method.
First, we consider the case ǫ 0 = ǫ A = −ǫ B = 0.6 and γ = +1. In the linear limit, this corresponds to a negative vertical line in Fig. 1 , where no localized modes exist.
The presence of nonlinearity shifts the propagation constant of the mode to the left, until it gives rise to an unstaggered localized mode. Therefore, we predict the lowest nonlinear interface mode to be unstaggered. This is indeed confirmed by our numerical computations, and the family of the lowest-order interface nonlinear modes is shown in Fig. 3 , where the upper/lower branch corresponds to unstable/stable modes. Next, we consider the case ǫ A = 3, ǫ 0 = 0 and ǫ B = −3. Results are summarized in Fig. 4 which shows the dependence of the power vs. propagation constant for several lowpower modes. We note that the lowest mode extends all the way to zero power, and therefore it corresponds in that limit to the linear mode induced by three concurrent dissimilar propagation constants. More importantly, the mode amplitudes show now a hybrid character, being unstaggered in one side of the interface and staggered on the other.
In addition, we find many other types of nonlinear interface modes including twisted and flat-top modes, as well as the modes with different location of their centers relative to the interface, as discussed earlier for a semi-infinite waveguide array.
5 As a special limit of those modes, we find also the kink surface modes which are extended in one direction while being localized in the other.
Next, we study the evolution of all types of nonlinear interface modes checking in this way our stability results and analyzing the evolution scenario for the unstable modes. In all cases examined, we observe that the unstable modes decay into the unstaggered fundamental mode by emitting radiation. In particular, for the unstaggered unstable modes, this decay is rapid and it proceeds vertically. For other cases, the unstable localized modes decay into higher-power generalizations of the fundamental mode. Also, we observe that unstable unstaggered modes decay much faster than unstable twisted, flat-top, or dark-like nonlinear modes.
Finally, we study how an interface lattice soliton can be generated in experiment by exciting a single waveguide which is either the very first of the A waveguides, or the very first of the B waveguides. We define the trapping efficiency as the power fraction 
